Footnotes to Table S2 : a) The TA loci belonging to the seven families are listed with the most abundant families first (vapBC, relBE, etc) . To discriminate TA loci belonging to the same TA family and encoded by the same chromosome, all TA loci was designated a number, with the numbers increasing with increasing locus position in a given chromosome. One exception to this rule was relBE of E. coli which, for historical reasons, was designated relBE-1, although the homologous dinJ yafQ locus has a lower chromosomal position.
b) Unique identifiers of antitoxin and toxin genes were either GIs or, for un-annotated genes, co-ordinates in the DNA. A "c" in front of a pair of co-ordinates indicates that the gene was located on the chromosomal minus-strand.
c) The sizes of the antitoxin and toxin genes are given by the number of codons predicted from the DNA. d) dist. gives the distance (in bp) between the antitoxin and toxin genes. A "-" indicates overlap between the genes.
e) The comments column yields information of peculiarities discovered during the analysis. RGO indicates reversed gene order for the higBA loci.
f) Each species name is followed by the GI identifier of its DNA sequence. The size (in bp) of the corresponding chromosome is also given. DB = Data base. Solitary toxin genes are also indicated in the Comments column. Legend to Figure S1
Fig. S1. Gene length distributions and distances. Statistical analysis of the five most abundant TA gene families. The first and second columns show the antitoxin and toxin gene length distributions (in codons) and the third column shows the distances between the genes. Number at each insert is average of gene length. The statistics shown was based on 633 TA loci (from Table S2 ).
